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Chroma Binary Similarity and Local Alignment
Applied to Cover Song Identiﬁcation
Joan Serrà, Emilia Gómez, Perfecto Herrera, and Xavier Serra
Abstract—We present a new technique for audio signal com-
parison based on tonal subsequence alignment and its application
to detect cover versions (i.e., different performances of the same
underlying musical piece). Cover song identiﬁcation is a task
whose popularity has increased in the music information re-
trieval (MIR) community along in the past, as it provides a direct
and objective way to evaluate music similarity algorithms. This
paper ﬁrst presents a series of experiments carried out with two
state-of-the-art methods for cover song identiﬁcation. We have
studied several components of these (such as chroma resolution
and similarity, transposition, beat tracking or dynamic time
warping constraints), in order to discover which characteristics
would be desirable for a competitive cover song identiﬁer. After
analyzing many cross-validated results, the importance of these
characteristics is discussed, and the best performing ones are ﬁ-
nally applied to the newly proposed method. Multiple evaluations
of this one conﬁrm a large increase in identiﬁcation accuracy when
comparing it with alternative state-of-the-art approaches.
Index Terms—Acoustic signal analysis, dynamic programming,
information retrieval, multidimensional sequences, music.
I. INTRODUCTION
I
N THE present times, any music listener may have thou-
sands of songs stored in a hard disk or in a portable MP3
player.Furthermore,onlinedigitalmusicstoresownlargemusic
collections, ranging from thousands to millions of tracks. Addi-
tionally, the “unit” of music transactions has changed from the
entirealbumtothesong.Thus,usersorstoresarefacedtosearch
through vast music databases at the song level. In this context,
ﬁnding a musical piece that ﬁts one’s needs or expectancies
may be problematic. Therefore, it becomes necessary to orga-
nize them according to some sense of similarity. It is at this
point where determining if two musical pieces share the same
melodicortonal progressionbecomesinterestingand useful.To
address this issue, from a research perspective, a good starting
point seems to be the identiﬁcation of cover songs (or versions),
where the relationship between them can be qualitatively de-
ﬁned, objectively measured, and is context-independent. In ad-
dition, from the user’s perspective, ﬁnding all versions of a par-
ticular song can be valuable and fun.
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It is important to mention that the concept of music simi-
larity, and more concretely, ﬁnding cover songs in a database,
has a direct implication to musical rights management and li-
censes. Also, learning about music itself, discovering the mu-
sicalessenceofasong,andmanyothertopicsrelatedwithmusic
perception and cognition are partially pursued by this research.
Furthermore, the techniques presented here can be exploited for
general audio signal comparison, where cover/version identiﬁ-
cation is just an application among other possible ones.
The expressions cover song and version may have different
and somehow fuzzy connotations. A version is intended to be
what every performer does by playing precomposed music,
while the term cover song comes from a very different tradition
in pop music, where a piece is composed for a single performer
or group. Cover songs were, originally, part of a strategy to in-
troduce “hits” that had achieved signiﬁcant commercial success
from other sections of the record-buying public, without remu-
nerating any money to the original artist or label. Nowadays,
the term has nearly lost these purely economical connotations.
Musicians can play covers as a homage or a tribute to the orig-
inal performer, composer, or band. Sometimes, new versions
are made for translating songs to other languages, for adapting
them to a particular country/region tastes, for contemporising
familiar or very old songs, or for introducing new artists. In
addition, cover songs represent the opportunity to perform a
radically different interpretation of a musical piece.
Today, and perhaps not being the proper way to name it,
a cover song can mean any new version, performance, rendi-
tion, or recording of a previously recorded track [1]. Therefore,
we can ﬁnd several musical dimensions that might change be-
tween two covers of the same song. These can be related to
timbre (different instruments, conﬁgurations, or recording pro-
cedures), tempo (global tempo and tempo ﬂuctuations), rhythm
(e.g., different drum section, meter, swinging pattern or synco-
pation), song structure (eliminating introductions, adding solo
sections, choruses, codas, etc.), main key (transposition to an-
other tonality), harmonization (adding or deleting chords, sub-
stituting them by related ones, adding tensions, etc.), and lyrics
(e.g., different languages or words).
A robust mid-level characteristic that is largely preserved
under the mentioned musical variations is a tonal sequence
(or a harmonic progression [2]). Tonality is ubiquitous, and
most listeners, either musically trained or not, can identify the
most stable pitch while listening to tonal music. Furthermore,
this process is continuous and remains active throughout the
sequential listening experience [3], [4]. From the point of view
of the music information retrieval (MIR) ﬁeld, clear insights
about the importance of temporal and tonal features in a music
similarity task have been evidenced [5]–[7].
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Tonal sequences can be understood as series of different note
combinationsplayedsequentially.Thesenotescanbeuniquefor
each time slot (a melody) or can be played jointly with others
(chord or harmonic progressions). Systems for cover song iden-
tiﬁcation usually exploit these aspects and attempt to be robust
against changes in other musical facets. In general, they either
try to extract the predominant melody [8], [9], a chord progres-
sion [10], [11], or a chroma sequence [12]–[16]. Some methods
do not take into account (at least explicitly) key transposition
between songs [13], [14], but the usual strategy is to normalize
these descriptor sequences in respect to the key. This is usually
done by means of a key proﬁle extraction algorithm [9], [10],
[15], or by considering all possible musical transpositions [8],
[11], [12], [16]. Then, for obtaining a similarity measure, de-
scriptor sequences are usually compared by means of dynamic
time warping (DTW) [8], [10], [15], an edit-distance variant
[7], [11], string matching [12], locality sensitive hashing (LSH)
[14], or a simple correlation function or a cosine angle [9], [13],
[16].Inaddition,abeattrackingmethodmightbeused[9],[12],
[16], or a song summarization or chorus extraction technique
might be considered [9], [15].
Techniques for predominant melody extraction have been ex-
tensively researched in the MIR community [17]–[19], as well
as key/chord identiﬁcation engines [20], [21]. Also, chroma-
based features have become very popular [22]–[25], with appli-
cations in various domains such as pattern discovery [26], audio
thumbnailing and chorus detection [27], [28], or audio align-
ment [5], [29].
Regarding alignment procedures and sequence similarity
measures, DTW [30] is a well-known technique used in speech
recognition for aligning two sequences which may vary in time
or speed and for measuring similarity between them. Also,
several edit-distance variants [31] are widely used in very dif-
ferent disciplines such as text retrieval, DNA or protein se-
quence alignment [32], or MIR itself [33], [34]. If we use
audio shingles (i.e., high-dimensional feature vectors concate-
nations) to represent different portions of a song sequence,
LSH solves fast approximate nearest neighbor search in high
dimensions [35].
One of the main goals of this paper is to present a study of
several factors involved in the computation of alignments of
musical pieces and similarity of (cover) songs. To do this, the
impact of a set of factors in state-of-the-art cover song identiﬁ-
cation systems is measured. We experiment with different res-
olution of chroma features, with different local cost functions
(or distances) between chroma features, with the effect of using
different musical transposition methods, and with the use of a
beat tracking algorithm to obtain a tempo-independent chroma
sequence representation. In addition, as DTW is a well-known
and extensivelyemployedtechnique,we testtwounderexplored
variants of it: DTW with global and local constraints. All these
experiments are oriented to elucidate the characteristics that a
competitive cover song identiﬁcation system should have. We
then apply this knowledge to a newly proposed method, which
usessequencesoffeaturevectorsdescribingtonality(inourcase
harmonic pitch class proﬁles [25], from now on HPCP), but it
presents relevant differences in two important aspects: we use a
novel binary similarity function between chroma features, and
we develop a new local alignment algorithm for assessing re-
semblance between sequences.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in
Section II, we explain our test framework. We describe the
methods used to evaluate several relevant parameters of a cover
song identiﬁcation system (chroma resolution and similarity,
key transposition, beat tracking, and DTW constraints), and
the descriptors employed across all these experiments. We also
introduce the database and the evaluation measures that are
employed along this study. Then, in Section III, we sequen-
tially present all the evaluated parameters and the obtained
results. In Section IV, we propose a new method for assessing
the similarity between cover songs. This is based on the
conclusions obtained through our experiments (summarized in
SectionIII-F)andontwomainaspects: anewchromasimilarity
measure and a novel dynamic programming local alignment
algorithm. Finally, a short conclusions section closes the study.
II. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
A. Tonality Descriptors
All the implemented methods use the same feature set: se-
quences of HPCP [25]. The HPCP is an enhanced pitch class
distribution (or chroma) feature, computed in a frame-by-frame
basis only using the local maxima of the spectrum within a cer-
tain frequency band. Chroma features are widely used in the
literature and proven to work quite well for the task at hand
[13], [15], [16]. In general, chroma features should be robust
to noise (e.g., ambient noise or percussive sounds), independent
of timbre and played instruments (so that the same piece played
with different instruments has the same tonal description), and
independent of loudness and dynamics. These are some of the
qualities that might make them lead to better results for cover
song identiﬁcation when comparing them, for instance, with
Mel-frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs) [7], [14].
In addition to using the local maxima of the spectrum within
a certain frequency band, HPCPs are tuning independent (so
that the reference frequency can be different from the standard
A 440 Hz), and consider the presence of harmonic frequen-
cies. The result of HPCP computation is a 12, 24, or 36-bin
(depending on the desired resolution) octave-independent his-
togram representing the relative intensity of each 1, 1/2, or 1/3
of the 12 semitones of the equal tempered scale. A schema of
theextractionprocessandaplotoftheresultingHPCPsequence
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
We start by cutting the song into short overlapping and win-
dowed frames. For that, we use a Blackman–Harris (62-dB)
window of 93-ms length with a 50% frame overlapping. We
perform a spectral analysis using the discrete fourier transform
(DFT), and the spectrum is whitened by normalizing the ampli-
tude values with respect to the spectral envelop. From the ob-
tained spectrum, we compute a set of local maxima or peaks,
and we select the ones with frequency values (40, 5000) Hz.
The selected spectral peaks are summarized in an octave-inde-
pendent histogram according to a reference frequency (around
440 Hz). This reference frequency is estimated by analyzing the
deviations of the spectral peaks with respect to an equal-tem-
pered chromatic scale. A global estimate of this reference fre-
quency is employed for all the analyzed frames.
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Fig. 1. General HPCP feature extraction block diagram. Audio (top) is con-
verted to a sequence of HPCP vectors (bottom) that evolves with time.
Fig. 2. Example of a high-resolution HPCP sequence (bottom panel) corre-
sponding to an excerpt of the song “Imagine” by John Lennon (top panel). In
the HPCP sequence, time (in frames) is represented in the horizontal axis, and
chroma bins are plotted in the vertical axis.
Instead of contributing to a single HPCP bin, each peak fre-
quency contributes to the HPCP bin(s) that are contained in
a certain window around its frequency value. The peak contri-
bution is weighted using a function around the bin fre-
quency. The length of the weighting window have been empir-
ically set to 4/3semitones. Thisweighting procedure minimizes
the estimation errors that we ﬁnd when there are tuning differ-
ences and inharmonicity present in the spectrum, which could
induce errors when mapping frequency values into HPCP bins.
Inaddition,inordertomakeharmonicscontributetothepitch
class of its fundamental frequency, we also introduce an addi-
tional weighting procedure: each peak frequency has a con-
tribution to its subharmonics. We make
this contribution decrease along frequency using an exponen-
tial function.
The HPCP extraction procedure employed here is the same
that has been used in [15], [25], [36], and [37], and the parame-
ters mentioned in this paragraph have been proven to work well
for key estimation and chord extraction in the previously cited
references.
An exhaustive comparison between “standard” chroma
features and HPCPs is presented in [25] and [38]. In [25], a
comparison of different implementations of chroma features
(Constant-Q proﬁles [39], pitch class proﬁles (PCP) [20], chro-
magrams [21] and HPCP) with MIDI-based Muse Data [40] is
provided. The correlation of HPCP with Muse Data was higher
than 0.9 for all the analyzed pieces (48 Fugues of Bach’s WTC)
and HPCPs outperformed the Constant-Q proﬁles, chroma-
grams and PCPs. We also compared the use of different HPCP
parameters, arriving to optimal results with the ones used in the
present work. In [38], the efﬁciency of different sets of tonal
descriptors for music structural discovery was studied. Herein,
the use of three different pitch-class distribution features (i.e.,
Constant-Q Proﬁle, PCP and HPCP) was explored to perform
structural analysis of a piece of music audio. A database of 56
audio ﬁles (songs by The Beatles) was used for evaluation. The
experimental results showed that HPCP were performing best,
yielding an average of 82% of accuracy in identifying structural
boundaries in music audio signals.
B. Studied Methods
We now describe two methods that have served us to test
several important parameters of a cover song identiﬁcation
system, as a baseline for further improvements [16], [25]. We
have chosen them because they represent in many ways the
state-of-the-art. Their main features are the use of global align-
ment techniques and common feature dissimilarity measures.
In subsequent sections, we differentiate these two methods
by its alignment procedure (cross-correlation or dynamic time
warping), but other procedures are characteristic for each one
(such as audio features, dissimilarity measure between feature
vectors, etc.).
1) Cross-Correlation Approach: A quite straightforward
approach is presented in [16]. This method ﬁnds cover versions
by cross-correlating chroma vector sequences (representing
the whole song) averaged beat-by-beat. It seems to be a
good starting point since it was found to be superior to other
methods presented to MIREX 2006 evaluation contest.1 We
worked with a similar version of the aforementioned system.
We reimplemented the algorithm proposed by the authors2 in
order to consider the same chroma features for all the methods
(HPCPs) and to ease the introduction of new functionalities and
improvements. We now describe the followed steps.
Firstofall,HPCPfeaturesarecomputed.Eachframevectoris
normalized by dividing it by its maximum amplitude, as shown
in Fig. 1. In addition, beat timestamps are computed with an
algorithm adapted from [41] and [42] using the aubio library.3
1See the complete results at http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/2006/index.php/
Audio_Cover_Song (Accessed 28 Jan. 2008).
2http://www.labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/coversongs (Accessed 28 Jan.
2008).
3http://www.aubio.org (Accessed 28 Jan. 2008).
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The next step is to average the frame-based HPCP vectors
contained in between each two beat timestamps. With this, we
obtain a tempo-independent HPCP sequence. In order to ac-
count for key changes, the two compared HPCP sequences are
usually transposed to the same key by means of a key extrac-
tion algorithm or an alternative approach (see Section III-C).
Another option is the one proposed in [16], where the sequence
similarity measure is computed for all possible transpositions
and the maximum value is then chosen.
In this approach, sequence similarity is obtained through
cross-correlation.Thatis,wecalculateasimplecross-correlation
betweeneachtwotempo-independentHPCPsequencesforeach
song being compared (with possibly different lengths). The
cross-correlation values are further normalized by the length
of the shorter segment, so that the measure is bounded between
zeroandone.NotethatalocaldistancemeasurebetweenHPCPs
must be used. The mostusual thing is to use an Euclidean-based
distance, but other measures can be tried (see Section III-B).
In [16], the authors found that genuine matches were in-
dicated not only by cross-correlations of large magnitudes,
but that these large values occurred in narrow local maxima
in the cross-correlations that fell off rapidly as the relative
alignment changed from its best value. So, to maximize these
local maxima, cross-correlation was high-pass ﬁltered. Finally,
the ﬁnal measure representing the dissimilarity between two
songs is obtained with the reciprocal of the maximum peak
value of this high-pass ﬁltered cross-correlation.
2) Dynamic Time Warping Approach: Another approach for
detecting cover songs was implemented, reﬂecting the most
used alignment technique in the literature: DTW. The following
method has a very high resemblance with the one presented
in [25].
We proceed by extracting HPCP features in the same way as
the previous approach (Section II-B1). Here, we do not use any
beat tracking method because DTW is specially designed for
dealing with tempo variations (see Section III-D). For speeding
up calculations, a usual strategy is to average each consec-
utive descriptors vectors (frames). We call this value the
averaging factor. Here, each HPCP feature vector is also nor-
malized by its maximum value. We deal with key invariance in
just the same way than the previous approach (Section II-B1)
and transpose the HPCP sequences representing the two songs’
tonal progressions to a common key.
To align these two sequences (which can have different
lengths and ), we use the DTW algorithm [30]. It basically
operates by recursively computing an cumulative dis-
tance matrix by using the value of a local cost function. This
local cost function is usually set to be any Euclidean-based
distance, though in [15] and [25] the correlation between the
two HPCP vectors is used to deﬁne the dissimilarity measure
(see Section III-B). With DTW, we obtain the total alignment
cost between two HPCP sequences in matrix element .
We can also obtain an alignment path whose length acts as a
normalization factor.
C. Evaluation Methodology
To test the effectiveness of the implemented systems under
different parameter conﬁgurations, we compiled a music col-
TABLE I
SONG COMPILATIONS USED. DB75, DB330, AND DB2053 CORRESPOND
TO THE NAMES WE GIVE TO THE DIFFERENT DATABASES. “ ” DENOTES
AVERAGE NUMBER OF COVERS PER GROUP.I N DB75 AND DB330,
THERE WERE NO “CONFUSING SONGS”
lection comprising 2053 commercial songs distributed in dif-
ferent musical genres. Within these songs, there were 451 orig-
inal pieces (we call them canonical versions) and 1462 covers.
Songs were obtained from personal music collections. The av-
erage number of covers per song was 4.24, ranging from 2 (the
original song plus 1 cover) to 20 (the original song plus 19
covers). There were also 140 “confusing songs” from the same
genres and artists as the original ones that were not associated
to any cover group. A special emphasis was put in the variety of
styles and the employed genres for each cover set. A complete
list of the music collection can be found on our web page.4
Due to the high computational cost of the implemented cover
song identiﬁcation algorithms, we have restricted the music
collection for preliminary experiments. We simultaneously
employed two nonoverlapping smaller subsets of the whole
song database, intended to be as representative as possible of
the entire corpus. We provide some statistics in Table I.
Wequeriedallthecoversandcanonicalversionsandobtained
a distance matrix whosedimensions depended on thenumber of
songs. This data was further processed in order to obtain several
evaluation measures. Here, we mainly show the results corre-
sponding to standard F-measure and average Recall [43].
Thislastmeasurewascomputedasthemeanpercentageofiden-
tiﬁed covers within the ﬁrst answers. All experiments were
evaluated with these measures, and, most of the time, other al-
ternative metrics were highly correlated with the previous ones.
A qualitative assessment of valid evaluation measures for this
cover song system was presented in [44].
III. EXPERIMENTS
The next subsections describe the tests carried out to evaluate
the impact of several system parameters and procedures in both
methodsexplainedinSectionII-B.Ourhypothesiswasthatthese
hadastronginﬂuenceinﬁnalidentiﬁcationaccuracyandshould
notbeblindlyassigned.Toourknowledge,thisisoneoftheﬁrst
systematicstudyofthiskindthathasbeenmadeuntilnow(with,
perhaps, the exception of [11], where the author evaluated the
inﬂuenceofkeyshifting,costgapinsertionsandcharacterswaps
in a string alignment method used for cover song identiﬁcation,
in addition to the use of a beat-synchronous set).
In our experiments, we aimed at measuring, on a state-of-
the-art cover song identiﬁcation system, the impact of the fol-
lowing factors [45]: 1) the resolution of the chroma features;
2)thelocalcostfunction(ordistance)betweenchromafeatures;
3) the effect of using different key transposition methods; and
4) the use of a beat tracking algorithm to obtain a tempo-inde-
pendentchromasequencerepresentation.Inaddition,asDTWis
4http://www.mtg.upf.edu/~jserra/ﬁles/coverdatabase.csv.tar.gz.
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TABLE II
F-MEASURE AND AVERAGE RECALL WITHIN THE FIRST FOUR RETRIEVED
SONGS FOR DIFFERENT HPCP RESOLUTIONS.A VERAGE OF DIFFERENT
CROSS-CORRELATION APPROACH VARIANTS EVALUATED WITH DB75
a well-known and extensively employed technique, we wanted
to 5) test two underexplored variants of it: DTW with global
and local constraints. A wrap-up discussion on these factors
is provided in Section III-F. Finally, we want to highlight that
throughallexperimentsreportedinthissection,allcombinations
of parameters cited in each subsection were studied. We report
average performance results for each subsection given that all
parameter combinations resulted in similar behaviors. Different
behaviors are properly highlighted through the text, if any.
A. Effect of Chroma Resolution
Usually, chroma features are represented in a 12-bin his-
togram, each bin corresponding to 1 of the 12 semitones of the
equal-tempered scale. However, higher resolutions can be used
to get a ﬁner pitch class representation. Other commonly used
resolutions are 24 and 36 bins [25] (corresponding to 1/2 or 1/3
of a semitone). We tested these three values in our experiments.
The resolution parameter was changed in the HPCP extraction
method of the approaches explained in Section II-B.
The average identiﬁcation accuracy across experiments with
two different chroma similarity measures (Section III-B) and
two key transposition methods (Section III-C) are shown in
Table II. In all the experiments, and independently of the HPCP
distance used and the transposition made, the greater the HPCP
resolution, the better the accuracy we got (F-measure more than
12% better).
B. Effect of Chroma Similarity Measures
In order to test the importance of the used HPCP distance
measure, we evaluated two similarity measures: cosine simi-
larity and the correlation between feature vectors. These two
measures were chosen because they are commonly used in the
literature. Correlation has been used in [15] and [25], and is in-
spired on the cognitive aspects of pitch processing in humans
[46].Furthermore,forkeyextraction,itwasfoundtoworkbetter
than the simple Euclidean distance between HPCP vectors [25].
Tests were made with the methods exposed in Section II-B
and the two measures cited above. The results are shown in
Table III. We observe that the employed HPCP distance plays a
very important role. This aspect of the system can yield to more
than a 13% accuracy improvement for some tests [45]. In all
trials made with different resolutions and ways of transposing
songs, correlation between HPCPs was foundto be a bettersim-
ilarity measure than cosine distance.5 The former gives a mean
F-measure improvement, among the tested variants, of approx-
imately 6%.
5http://www.mtg.upf.edu/~jserra/chromabinsimappendix.html.
TABLE III
F-MEASURE AND AVERAGE RECALL WITHIN THE FIRST FOUR RETRIEVED
SONGS FOR COSINE DISTANCE AND CORRELATION DISTANCE
.A VERAGE OF DIFFERENT CROSS-CORRELATION APPROACH
VARIANTS EVALUATED WITH DB75
C. Effect of Key Transposition
Inordertoaccountforsongsplayedinadifferentkeythanthe
original one, we calculated a global HPCP vector and we trans-
posed (circularly-shifted) one HPCP sequence to the other’s
tonality. This procedure was introduced in both methods de-
scribed in Section II-B. A global HPCP vector was computed
by averaging all HPCPs in a sequence, and it was normalized
by its maximum value as all HPCPs. With the global HPCPs
of two songs ( and ), we computed what we call the op-
timal transposition index (from now on OTI), which represents
the number of bins that an HPCP needs to be circularly shifted
to have maximal resemblance to the other:
(1)
where “ ” indicates a dot product, is the HPCP size consid-
ered, and is a function that rotates a vector
positions to the right. A circular shift of one position
is a permutation of the entries in a vector where the last com-
ponent becomes the ﬁrst one and all the other components are
shifted. Then, to transpose one song, for each HPCP vector in
the whole sequence we compute
(2)
where superscript denotes musical HPCP transposition.
In order to evaluate the goodness of this new procedure for
transposing both songs to a common key, an alternative way
of computing a transposed HPCP sequence was introduced.
This consisted on calculating the main tonality for each piece
using a key estimation algorithm [25]. This algorithm is a
state-of-the-art approach with an accuracy of 75% for real
audio pieces [36], and scored among the ﬁrst classiﬁed algo-
rithms in the MIREX 2005 contest6 with an accuracy of 86%
with synthesized MIDI ﬁles. With this alternative procedure,
once the main tonality was estimated, the whole song was
transposed according to this estimated key. A possibly better
way of dealing with key changes would be to calculate the
similarity measures for all possible transpositions and then take
the maximum [16]. We have not tested this procedure since for
high HPCP resolutions it becomes computationally expensive.
OTI and key transposition methods were compared across
several HPCP resolutions (Section III-A) and two different
HPCP distance measures (Section III-B). The averaged identiﬁ-
cation accuracy is shown in Table IV. It can be clearly seen that
6http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/2005/index.php/Audio_and_Sym-
bolic_Key_Finding (Accessed 29 Jan. 2008).
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TABLE IV
F-MEASURE AND AVERAGE RECALL WITHIN THE FIRST FOUR RETRIEVED
SONGS FOR GLOBALHPCP OTI TRANSPOSITION METHOD AND BY USING A
KEY ESTIMATION ALGORITHM.A VERAGE OF DIFFERENT CROSS-CORRELATION
APPROACH VARIANTS EVALUATED WITH DB75
TABLE V
F-MEASURE AND AVERAGE RECALL WITHIN THE FIRST FOUR RETRIEVED
SONGS FOR DIFFERENT averaging factors (INCLUDING BEAT AVERAGING).
CORRESPONDING TIME FACTOR IS EXPRESSED IN THE SECOND COLUMN.
AVERAGE OF DIFFERENT DTW APPROACH VARIANTS EVALUATED WITH DB75
a key estimation algorithm has a detrimental effect to overall
results (F-measure 17% worse). This was also independent of
the number of bins and the HPCP distance used.7 We have
evaluated dependence of the number of HPCP bins, and HPCP
distance, and we have found that they had similar behavior.
Therefore,itseemsappropriatetotransposethesongsaccording
to the of the global HPCP vectors. Apart from testing
the appropriateness of our transposition method, we were also
pursuing the impact that different transposition methods could
have, which we see is quite important in Table IV.
D. Effect of Beat Tracking and Averaging Factors
In the cross-correlation approach (Section II-B1), HPCP vec-
tors were averaged beat-by-beat. With the DTW approach of
SectionII-B2,weexpectedDTWbeingabletocope withtempo
variations. To demonstrate this, we performed some tests with
DTW. In these, several averaging factors were also tried.
Experiments were done with ﬁve different DTW algorithms
(see Section III-E). In these and subsequent experiments,
HPCP resolution was set to 36, correlation was used to as-
sess the similarity between HPCP vectors, and we employed
OTI-based transposition. Results shown in Table V are the
average identiﬁcation accuracy values obtained across these
different implementations. We have to note that taking the
arithmetic mean of the respective evaluation measures masks
the concrete behavior of them along different averaging factors
(information regarding the effect of different averaging fac-
tors upon considered constraints can be found in subsequent
Section III-E). Nevertheless, for all the tested variants, better
accuracies were reached with averaging HPCPs in a frame
basis, than using beat-by-beat averaging. A similar result using
the Needleman–Wunsch–Sellers algorithm [47] reported in
[11] supports our ﬁndings.
7http://www.mtg.upf.edu/~jserra/chromabinsimappendix.html.
Fig. 3. Parts of the matrix obtained with a simple (left) and locally constrained
(MyersT1, right) DTW approach for the same two songs. On the left we can ob-
serve some “pathological” warpings,while on the right, these have disappeared.
Fig. 4. Examples of an unconstrained DTW matrix (left), and Sakoe–Chiba
(center) and Itakura (right) global constraints for ( -axis) and ( -axis).
As this is an intuitive example, coordinate units in the horizontal and vertical
axes are arbitrary.
TABLE VI
F-MEASURE AND AVERAGE RECALL WITHIN THE FIRST FOUR RETRIEVED
SONGS FOR DIFFERENT DTW ALGORITHMS IMPLEMENTING GLOBAL AND
LOCAL CONSTRAINTS.
E. Effect of DTW Global and Local Constraints
We can apply different constraints to a DTW algorithm in
order to decrease the number of paths considered during the
matching process. These constraints are desirable for two main
purposes: to reduce computational costs and to prevent “patho-
logical” warpings. “Pathological” warpings are considered the
ones that, in an alignment, assign several multiple values of a
sequence to just one value of the other sequence. This is easily
seen as a straight line in the DTW matrix (an example is shown
in the ﬁrst plot of Fig. 3).
To test the effect of these constraints we implemented 5 vari-
ants of a DTW algorithm: the one mentioned in Section II-B2,
twogloballyconstrained DTWalgorithms,and twolocallycon-
strained ones:
• Simple DTW: This implementation corresponds to the
standard deﬁnition of DTW, where no constraints are
applied [30].
• Globally constrained DTW: Two implementations were
tried. One corresponds to Sakoe–Chiba constraints [48]
and the other one to the Itakura parallelogram [49]. With
these global constraints, elements far from the diagonal of
the DTW matrix are not considered (see Fig. 4). A
commonly used value for that in many speech recognition
tasks is 20% [30].
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TABLE VII
F-MEASURE FOR DIFFERENT AVERAGING FACTORS AND CONSTRAINTS. DTW APPROACH EVALUATION WITH DB75
• Locally constrained DTW: To further specify the optimal
path,somelocalconstraintscanbeappliedinordertoguar-
anteethatexcessivetimescalecompressionorexpansionis
avoided.Wespeciﬁedtwolocalconstraintsthatwerefound
to work in a plausible way with speech recognition [50].
From this reference, Type 1 and Type 2 constraints were
chosen (we denote them MyersT1 and MyersT2, respec-
tively). For both, the recursive relation of DTW is changed
in such a way that in element of a DTW cumula-
tive distance matrix, we only pay attention to warpings
(no tempo deviation), (
tempo deviation), and ( tempo devia-
tion). So, we allow maximal deviations of the double or
half the tempo. This seems reasonable for us since, for in-
stance, if the original song is at 120 bpm, a cover may not
be at less than 60 bpm or more than 240 bpm. The differ-
ence between MyersT1 and MyersT2 constraints relies in
theway we weightthiswarpings:consideringintermediate
distancesfortheformer,anddouble-weightingthedistance
between elements and for the latter [50].
These three implementations were evaluated across different
averaging factors (see Section III-D) and the means of the
F-measure and average recall within the four ﬁrst answered
items were taken. Results can be seen in Table VI. In
general, better accuracies are achieved with local constraints,
whereas global constraints yielded the worst results.
There is one important fact about local constraints that needs
to be remarked and that can be appreciated in Table VII. In gen-
eral (except for the locally constrained methods), as the frame-
length decreases, itcan be seenthat identiﬁcationaccuracydoes
so. This is due to the fact that lower framelengths introduce the
creation of “pathological” warping paths (straight lines in the
DTW matrix) that do not correspond to the true alignment (a
straightlineindicatesseveralpointsofonesequencealignedjust
to one point of the other, left picture in Fig. 3). This makes the
path length to increase, and since we normalize the ﬁnal result
by this value to yield sequence length independence, the ﬁnal
distance value decreases. Then, false positives are introduced in
the ﬁnal outcomes of the algorithm. Fig. 3 shows the same part
for matrices obtained after a simple and a locally constrained
DTW approach. Local constraints prevent DTW from these un-
desiredwarpings.Ifthereisasinglehorizontalorverticalstepin
the warping path, they force them to be the opposite way in next
recurrent step. This is why the accuracy of locally constrained
methods keeps increasing while lowering the averaging factor.
Also in Table VII, we observe that the identiﬁcation accuracy
for globally constrained methods is signiﬁcantly lower than for
the other ones. This is due to the fact that, by using these global
constraints, we restrict the paths to be around the DTW matrix
main diagonal. To understand the effect of that, as an example,
we consider a song composed by two parts that are the same
and another song (a cover) with nearly half the
tempo and composed by only one of these parts .
The plots in Fig. 4 graphically explain this idea. The ﬁrst one
(left) was generated using a method with no constraints. We
observe that the best path (straight diagonal red line) goes from
(1,1) to more or less (20,10) (horizontal axis lower-half part).
This is logical since (vertical axis) is a half-tempo kind-of
repetition of one part of (horizontal axis). The middle plot
corresponds to the same matrix with Sakoe–Chiba constraints.
We observe that the “optimal” path we could trace with the ﬁrst
plot has been broken by the effect of the global constraints. A
similar situation occurs with Itakura constraints (right plot).
F. Discussion
In previous subsections, we havestudied the inﬂuence of sev-
eral aspects in two state-of-the-art methods for cover song iden-
tiﬁcation. All the analyzed features proved to have a direct (and
sometimes dramatic) impact in the ﬁnal identiﬁcation accuracy.
We are now able to summarize some of the key aspects that
should be considered when identifying cover songs. These as-
pects have been considered as a basis to design our approach,
which will be presented in the following sections.
1) Audio Features: The different musical changes involved
incoversongs,asdiscussedinSectionI,giveusclearinsightson
which features to use. As chroma features have been evidenced
to work quite well for this task [13], [15], [16] and proven to
be better than timbre oriented descriptors as MFCC [7], [14],
our approaches are based on HPCPs, given their usefulness for
other tasks (e.g., key estimation) and their correspondence to
pitchclassdistributions(see[25]and[38]foracomparisonwith
alternative approaches).
In Section III-A, we have shown that HPCP resolution is
important with both cosine and correlation distances. We have
tested 12, 24, and 36-bin HPCPs with different variants of the
methods presented in Section II-B, and the results suggest that
accuracy increases as the resolution does so. On the other hand,
increasing resolution also increases computational costs, so that
higher resolution is not considered. In addition, 36 seems to be
a good resolution for key estimation [36] and structural anal-
ysis [51].
2) Similarity Measure Between Features: In Section III-B,
we have stated the importance of the similarity employed to
compare chroma vectors. Furthermore, we have shown that
using a similarity measure that is well correlated with cognitive
foundations of musical pitch [46] improves substantially the
ﬁnal system accuracy. When using tonality descriptors, some
papersdonotspecifyhowalocaldistancebetweenthesefeature
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vectors is computed. They are supposed to assess chroma fea-
tures’ similarity as the rest of studies: with an Euclidean-based
distance. Since tonality features such as chroma vectors are
provennottobeinaEuclideanspace[52]–[55],thisassumption
seems to be wrong. Furthermore, any method (e.g., a classiﬁer)
using distances and concepts just valid for a Euclidean space
will have the same problem. This is an important issue that will
be dealt in the proposed method (Section IV).
3) Chroma Transposition: To account for main key dif-
ferences, one song is transposed to the tonality of the other
one by means of computing a global HPCP for each song
(Section III-C) and circularly shifting by the OTI (1). This
technique has been proven to be more accurate than transposing
the song to a reference key by means of a key estimation algo-
rithm. In this case, the use of a less-than-perfect key extraction
algorithm degrades the overall identiﬁcation accuracy. Through
the testing of two transposition variants we have pointed out
the relevance this fact has in a cover song identiﬁcation system
or in a tonal alignment algorithm.
4) Use of Beat Tracking: We have seen that the DTW ap-
proach summarized in Section II-B2 could lead to better results
without beat tracking information (Tables V and VII). Better
results for DTW without beat tracking information were also
found when comparing against the cross-correlation approach
(which uses beat information). We can see this in Table IX and
in Fig. 8 (we also provide an extra comparative ﬁgure in a sep-
arate web page8). This is another fact that makes us disregard
theuseof “intermediate”processessuch askey estimationalgo-
rithms and beat tracking systems (citing the two that have been
tested here), or chord and melody extraction engines. We feel
that this can be a double-edged sword. Due to the fact that all
these methods do not have a fully reliable performance,9 they
may decrease the accuracy of a system comprising (at least) one
of them. The same argument can be applied to any audio seg-
mentation, chorus extraction, or summarization technique. We
can also take a look at state-of-the-art approaches. For instance,
common accuracy values for a chord recognition engine range
from 75.5% [56] to 93.3% [57] depending on the method and
the considered music material. Also, in this last case, once the
chords are obtained, the approach to measure distances between
them is still an unsolved issue, involving both some cognitive
andmusicologicalconceptsthatarenotfullyunderstoodyet.So,
errors in these “intermediate” processesmight be added (in case
we are using more than one of them), and be propagated to the
overall system’s identiﬁcation accuracy (the so called weakest
link problem).
5) Alignment Procedure: Several tests have been presented
with chroma features DTW alignment. DTW allows us to re-
strict the alignment (or “warping”) paths to our requirements
(Section III-E). Consequently, we have tested four “standard”
constraintsonthesepaths(twolocalandtwoglobalconstraints).
With global constraints, we are not considering paths (or align-
ments)thatmightbefarfromtheDTWmatrixmaindiagonal.A
problem arises when this path can represent a “correct” align-
8http://www.mtg.upf.edu/~jserra/chromabinsimappendix.html.
9To account for accuracies of those systems you can visit, e.g., MIREX
2006 wiki page: http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/2006/index.php/Main_Page
(Accessed 29 Jan. 2008).
ment (as the example illustrated in Fig. 4). We have also seen
that the accuracy decreases substantially with these constraints.
As mentioned in Section I, covers can substantially alter the
song structure. When this happens, the “correct” alignment be-
tween two covers of the same canonical song may be outside
of the main DTW matrix diagonal. Therefore, the use of global
constraints dramatically decreases the system detection accu-
racy. These two facts reveal the incorrectness of using a global
alignment technique for cover song identiﬁcation. Regarding
local constraints, we have seen that these can help us by re-
ducing “pathological” warpings that arise when using a small
averaging factor (Table VII). Consequently, this allows us to
use much detail in our analysis, and, therefore, to get a better
accuracy.
Many systems for cover song identiﬁcation use a global
alignment technique such as DTW or entire song cross-cor-
relation for determining similarity (except the ones that use a
summarization, chorus extraction, or segmentation technique,
which would suffer from the problem of the “weakest link,”
cited above). In our opinion, a system considering similarity
between song subsequences, and thus, using a local similarity
or alignment method, is the only way to cope with strong song
structural changes.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present a novel method for cover song
identiﬁcation which tries to avoid all the weak points that con-
ventional methods may have and which have been analyzed
in previous section. The proposed method uses high-resolution
HPCPs (36-bin) as these have been shown to lead to better ac-
curacy (Section III-A). To account for key transpositions, the
OTI transposition method explained in Section III-C is used in-
stead of a conventional key ﬁnding algorithm. We avoid using
any kind of “intermediate” technique as key estimation, chord
extraction or beat tracking, as these might degrade the ﬁnal
system identiﬁcation accuracy (as discussed in Section III-F).
Themethoddoesnotemployglobalconstraintsandtakesadvan-
tageoftheimprovementgivenbythelocalconstraintsexplained
in Section III-E. Furthermore, it presents relevant differences in
two important aspects that boost its accuracy in a dramatic way:
it uses a new binary similarity function between chroma fea-
tures (we have veriﬁed the relevance of distance measures in
Section III-B) and employs a novel local alignment method ac-
counting for structural changes (considering similarity between
subsequences, as discussed in Section III-F).
A quite resemblant method to the one proposed here is [12].
In there, a chroma-based feature named polyphonic binary fea-
turevector(PBFV)isadopted,whichusesspectralpeaksextrac-
tion and harmonics elimination. Then, the remaining spectral
peaks are averaged across beats and collapsed to a 12-element
binary feature vector. This results in a string vector for each an-
alyzed song. Finally, a fast local string search method and a dy-
namic programming (DP) matching are evaluated. The method
proposed here also extracts a chroma feature vector using only
spectral peaks (HPCP, see Section II-A), but we do not do beat
averaging, which we ﬁnd has a detrimental effect in the accu-
racy of DP algorithms such as DTW (Section III-D). Another
important difference to the proposed method is the similarity
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Fig. 5. General block diagram of the system.
between vectors. In [12], this is computed between binarized
vectors, while in the proposed method, what is binarized is the
similarity measure, not the vectors themselves (3). Finally, we
also think that using an exhaustive alignment method like the
one proposed in Section IV-A is also determinant for our ﬁnal
system identiﬁcation accuracy.
A. System Description
Fig. 5 shows a general block diagram of the system. It
comprises four main sequential modules: preprocessing, simi-
larity matrix creation, dynamic programming local alignment
(DPLA), and postprocessing.
From each pair of compared songs A and B (inputs), we ob-
tain a distance between them (output). Preprocessing comprises
HPCP sequence extraction and a global HPCP averaging for
each song. Then, one song is transposed to the key of the other
one by means of an optimal transposition index (OTI). From
these two sequences, a binary similarity matrix is then com-
puted. This last is the only input needed for a dynamic pro-
gramming local alignment (DPLA) algorithm, which calculates
a score matrix that gives highest ratings to best aligned subse-
quences.Finally,inthepostprocessingstep,weobtainanormal-
ized distance betweenthe twoprocessed songs. We nowexplain
these steps in detail.
1) Preprocessing: For each song, we extract a sequence of
36-bin HPCP feature vectors as made before, using the same
parameters speciﬁed in Section II-A. An averaging factor of 10
was used as it was found to work well in Sections III-D and
III-E.Asweareusinglocalconstraintsfortheproposedmethod,
it is not surprising to ﬁnd a quite similar identiﬁcation accuracy
curve for different values of the averaging factor when com-
paring the proposed method with the locally constrained DTW
algorithms explained in Section III-E. In an electronic appendix
to this paper,10 the interested reader can ﬁnd a ﬁgure showing
the accuracy curves for the proposed method and for DTW with
local constraints [45].
A global HPCP vector is computed by averaging all HPCPs
in a sequence, and normalizing by its maximum value. With the
global HPCPs of two songs ( and ), we compute the OTI
index, which represents the number of bins that an HPCP needs
to circularly shiftto havemaximal resemblanceto theother (see
(1) in Section III-C).
10http://www.mtg.upf.edu/~jserra/chromabinsimappendix.html.
Fig.6. Euclidean-basedsimilaritymatrixfortwocoversofthesamesong(left),
OTI-based binary similarity matrix for the same covers (center) and OTI-based
binary similarity matrix for two songs that do not share a common tonal pro-
gression (right). We can see diagonal white lines in the second plot, while this
pattern does not exist in the third. Coordinate units in the horizontal and vertical
axes correspond to 1-s frames.
The last operation of the preprocessing block consists in
transposing both musical pieces to a common key. This is
simply done by circularly shifting each HPCP in the whole
sequence of just one song by bins (remember,
we denote musical transposition by superscript ).
2) Similarity Matrix: The next step is computing a similarity
matrix between the obtained pair of HPCP sequences. No-
tice that the sequences can have different lengths and , and
that, therefore, will be an matrix. Element of
the similarity matrix , has the functionality of a local same-
ness measure between HPCP vectors and
. In our case, this is binary (i.e., only two values
are allowed).
Weoutlinesomereasonsforusingabinarysimilaritymeasure
betweenchromafeatures.First,asthesefeatures mightnotbe in
a Euclidean space [46], we would prefer to avoid the computa-
tion of an Euclidean-based (dis)similarity measure (in general,
we think that tonal similarity, and therefore chroma feature dis-
tance, is a still far to be understood topic, with many of percep-
tual and cognitive open issues). Second, using only two values
to represent similarity, the possible paths through the similarity
matrixbecomemoreevident,providinguswithaclearnotionof
where the two sequences agree and where they mismatch (see
Fig. 6 for an example). In addition, binary similarity allows us
to operate like many string alignment techniques do: just con-
sidering if two elements of the string are the same. With this,
we have an expanded range of alignment techniques borrowed
from string comparison, DNA or protein sequence alignment,
symbolictimeseriessimilarity,etc.[32].Finally,webelievethat
consideringthebinarysimilarityofanHPCPvectormightbean
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easier (or at least more affordable) task to assess than obtaining
a reliable graded scale of resemblance between two HPCPs cor-
related with (sometimes subjective) perceptual similarity.
AnintuitiveideatoconsiderwhendecidingiftwoHPCPvec-
tors refer to the same tonal root is to keep circularly shifting one
of them and to calculate a resemblance index for all possible
transpositions. Then, if the transposition that leads to maximal
similarity corresponds to less than a semitone (accounting for
slight tuning differences), the two HPCP vectors are claimed to
be the same. This idea can be formulated in terms of the OTI
explained in (1). So, as we are using a resolution of a 1/3 of a
semitone (36 bins), the binary similarity measure between the
two vectors is then obtained by
if ,
otherwise
(3)
where and are two constants that indicate match or mis-
match. These are usually set to a positive and a negative value
(e.g., 1 and 1). Empirically, we found that a good choice for
and were 1 and 0.9, respectively. Ranges of and
between 0.7 and 1.25 resulted in changes smaller than
an 5% of the evaluation measures tested. We show two exam-
ples of this type of similarity matrix in Fig. 6.
3) Dynamic Programming Local Alignment (DPLA): A
binary similarity matrix is the only input to our DPLA
algorithm. In Section III-E, we have seen that using global
constraints and, thus, forcing warping paths to be around the
alignment matrix main diagonal, had a detrimental effect in
ﬁnal system accuracy. Instead, the use of local constraints [50]
can help us preventing “pathological warpings” and just admit-
ting certain “logical” tempo changes. Also, in Section III-F, it
has been discussed the suitability of performing a local align-
ment to overcome strong song structure changes (i.e., to check
all possible subsequences). The Smith–Waterman algorithm
[58] is a well-known algorithm for performing local sequence
alignment in molecular biology. It was originally designed
for determining similar regions between two nucleotide or
protein sequences. Instead of looking at the total sequence, the
Smith–Waterman algorithm compares segments of all possible
lengths and optimizes the similarity measure.
So, in the same manner as the Smith–Waterman algorithm
does,wecreatean alignmentmatrix through
a recursive formula, that, in addition, incorporates some local
constraints
(4)
for and . Each corresponds to
the value of the binary similarity matrix at element , and
denotes a penalty for a gap opening or extension. This latter
value is set to 0 if (no gap between and
Fig. 7. Example of a local alignment matrix between two covers. It can be
seenthatthetwosongsdonotentirelycoincide(justintwofragments),andthat,
mainly,theirrespectivesecondhalvesarecompletelydifferent.Coordinateunits
in the horizontal and vertical axes correspond to 1-s averaging across frames.
either , or ), or to a positive value if
. More concretely
if (no gap)
if and (gap opening)
if and (gap extension).
(5)
Good values were empirically found to be for a gap
opening, and for a gap extension. Small variability
of the evaluation measures was shown for , values between
0.3and1.WeusedthesongsinDB90forempiricallyestimating
these parameters and then evaluated the method with DB2053
(see Section IV-B).
Values of can be interpreted considering that is the
maximum similarity of two segments ending in and
, respectively. The zero is included to prevent negative
similarity, indicating no similarity up to and .
The ﬁrst three rows and columns of can be initialized to have
a 0 value.
An example of the resultant matrix is shown in Fig. 7.
We clearly observe two local alignment traces, which corre-
spond to two highly resemblant sections between two versions
of the same song (from to and from
to , where subindices, respectively, denote rows and
columns).
4) Postprocessing: In the last step of the method, only the
best local alignment in is considered. This means that the
scoredeterminingthelocalsubsequencesimilarity betweentwo
HPCP sequences, and, therefore, what we consider to be the
similarity between two songs, corresponds to the value of ’s
highest peak
(6)
for any , such that and .
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TABLE VIII
IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY FOR DPLA ALGORITHM WITH FIVE DIFFERENT
BINARY SIMILARITY MATRICES AS INPUT.E VALUATION DONE WITH DB2053
TABLE IX
F-MEASURE FOR THE PROPOSED METHOD, THE DTW, AND
THE CROSS-CORRELATION APPROACHES.P ARAMETERS FOR THE
CROSS-CORRELATION AND THE DTW METHODS WERE ADJUSTED ACCORDING
TO THE BEST VALUES AND VARIANTS FOUND IN SECTION III
Finally, to obtain a dissimilarity value that is independent of
song duration, the score is normalized by the compared song
lengths [45] and the inverse is taken
(7)
where and are the respective lengths for songs A and B.
B. Evaluation
We nowdisplay theresults correspondingtotheevaluation of
our method. This has been made with the music collection pre-
sented in Section II-C and within the framework of the MIREX
2008 Audio Cover Song Identiﬁcation contest as well. As the
databases used in this part of the paper may have more than ﬁve
covers per set, the ﬁrst ten retrieved items were considered for
evaluation.
First, as we have proposed a new distance measure between
chroma features, we provide results for a comparison between
common distance measures and the proposed OTI-based binary
distance in Table VIII. To perform this comparison, we have
thresholded common distance measures and applied the same
DPLA algorithm (with the same parameters) to all of them.
Several thresholds were tested for each distance in order to de-
termine the ones leading to best identiﬁcation accuracy. We
observe that OTI-based binary similarity matrix outperforms
other binary similarity matrices obtained through thresholding
common similarity measures between chroma features. In the
case of these last measures, best identiﬁcation accuracy values
for different thresholds tested are shown.
We next show the general evaluation results corresponding to
our personal music collection. Within these, we compare iden-
tiﬁcation accuracy between the proposed method and the best
variants of the cross-correlation and DTW methods tested in
previous sections. In Table IX, we report the F-measure values
for the three different databases presented. Recall is shown in
Fig. 8. In there, we plot an average Recall ﬁgure for all the im-
plemented systems (best variants). Vertical axis represents Re-
call and horizontal axis represents different percentages of the
retrievedanswer.Asthiswassettoamaximumlengthof10,the
numbers represent 0 answers (giving a Recall of 0), 1 answer,
Fig. 8. Average Recall ﬁgures comparing the proposed approach (blue circles)
withthecross-correlation(greensumsigns)andtheDTW(redcrosses)methods
for DB2053. Parameters for the cross-correlation and the DTW methods com-
paredwereadjustedaccordingto thebestvaluesfoundin SectionIII.Abaseline
identiﬁcation accuracy (BLE) is also plotted (black bottom asterisks).
2 answers, and so forth. We can see that with the newly pro-
posed method the accuracy is around 58% of correctly retrieved
songs within the ﬁrst ten retrieved answers. This value is highly
superior to the accuracies achieved for the best versions of the
cross-correlation and DTW methods that we could implement
(around 20 and 40 percent, respectively), and is very far from
the baseline corresponding to just guessing by chance, which is
lower than 0.3%.
If we take a look to MIREX 2007 contest data (where we par-
ticipated with this algorithm), we observe that our system was
the best performing one with a substantial difference to others
[59]. A total of eight different algorithms were presented to the
MIREX2007AudioCoverSongtask.TableXshowstheoverall
summary results obtained.11 The present algorithm (SG, ﬁrst
column) performed the best in all considered evaluation mea-
sures, reaching an average accuracy of 5.009 of correctly iden-
tiﬁed covers within the ten ﬁrst retrieved elements
and a mean average precision (MAP) of 0.521. Furthermore, the
next best performing system reached and an of 3.658
and a of 0.330, which represents a substantial difference
to the one proposed in this paper (57.88% superior in terms of
).Inaddition,statisticalsigniﬁcancetestsshowedthatthe
results for the system were signiﬁcantly better than those of the
other six systems presented in the contest.
A basic error analysis of DB330 results [45] shows that the
best identiﬁed covers are “A forest,” originally performed by
The Cure and “Let it be,” originally performed by The Beatles.
Other correctly classiﬁed items are “Yesterday,”“ Don’t let me
down” and “We can work it out,” all originally performed by
The Beatles and “How insensitive” (Vinicius de Moraes). This
high amount of Beatles’ songs within the better classiﬁed items
can be due to the fact that there were many Beatles’ cover sets
11See the complete results and details about the evaluation procedure at
http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/2007/index.php/Audio_Cover_Song_Identiﬁ-
cation_Results (Accessed 29 Jan. 2008).
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TABLE X
RESULTS FOR MIREX 2007 AUDIO COVER SONG TASK.A CCURACY MEASURES EMPLOYED WERE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COVERS IDENTIFIED WITHIN THE
FIRST TEN ANSWERS , THE MEAN NUMBER OF COVERS IDENTIFIED WITHIN THE TEN FIRST ANSWERS , THE MEAN OF AVERAGE PRECISION
(MAP) AND THE AVERAGE RANK OF THE FIRST CORRECTLY IDENTIFIED COVER .C LOCK TIME MEASURES ARE REPORTED ON THE LAST LINE OF THE
TABLE (NUMBER OF USED THREADS IN BRACKETS). VALUES FOR THE ALGORITHM PRESENTED HERE ARE SHOWN IN THE FIRST COLUMN (SG)
(e.g., 14 out of 30 in DB330), but it can also be justiﬁed con-
sidering the clear simplicity and deﬁnition of their tonal pro-
gressions,that,incomparisonwithothermoreelaboratedpieces
(e.g., “Over the rainbow” performed by Judy Garland), leads to
better identiﬁcation. Within this set of better identiﬁed covers
thereareseveralexamplesofstructuralchangesandtempodevi-
ations. Intheelectronic appendix,12 we providea confusionma-
trix with labels corresponding to coversets (rows and columns).
We detected that there were some songs, such as “Eleanor
Rigby” and “Get Back,” that caused “confusion” more or less
with all the queries made. One explanation for this might be
that these two songs are built over a very simple chord progres-
sioninvolvingjusttwochords:thetonicandthemediant(e.g.,C
and Em for a C major key) for the former, and the tonic and the
subdominant (e.g., C and F for a C major key) for the latter. So,
as they rely half of the time in the tonic chord, any song being
compared to themwill share halfof thetonal progression. Other
poorly classiﬁed items are “The Battle of Epping forest” (Gen-
esis) or “Stairway to Heaven” (Led Zeppelin). Checking their
wrongly associated covers, we ﬁnd that, most of the time, the
alignment, the similarity measure and the transposition are per-
forming correctly according to the features extracted. Thus, we
havetheintuitionthatthetonalprogressionmightnotbeenough
for some kinds of covers. This does not mean that HPCPs could
be sensitive to timbre or other facets of the musical pieces. On
the contrary, we are able to detect many covers that have a rad-
ical change in the instrumentation, which we think it is due to
the capacity of HPCPs to ﬁlter timbre out.
An interesting misclassiﬁcation appears with “No woman no
cry,” originally performed by Bob Marley. These covers are as-
sociated more than 1/3 of the times with the song “Let it be”
(The Beatles). When we analyzed the harmonic progression of
bothsongs,wediscoveredthattheysharethesamechordsindif-
ferentpartsofthetheme(C-G-Am-F).Thus,thismightbealog-
ical misclassiﬁcation using chroma features. Another source of
frequent confusion is the classical harmonic progression I-IV-I
or I-V-IV-I, which many songs share.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have devised a new method for audio signal
comparison focused on cover song identiﬁcation that by large
outperforms state-of-the-art systems. This has been achieved
after experimenting with many proposed techniques and vari-
ants, and testing their effect in ﬁnal identiﬁcation accuracy,
which also was one of the mainobjectives inwriting thisarticle.
12http://www.mtg.upf.edu/~jserra/chromabinsimappendix.html.
We have ﬁrst presented our test framework and the two
state-of-the-art methods that we have used in further ex-
periments. The performed analysis has focused on several
variants that could be taken for these two methods (and, in
general, for any method based on chroma descriptors): 1)
the chroma features resolution—Section III-A; 2) the local
cost function (dissimilarity measure) between chroma fea-
tures—Section III-B; 3) the effect of using key transposition
methods—Section III-C; and 4) the use of a beat tracking
algorithm to obtain a tempo-independent representation of the
chroma sequence—Section III-D. In addition, as DTW is a well
known and extensively used technique, we tested two variants
of it, apart from the simple one mentioned in Section II-B2:
DTW with global and with local constraints (Section III-E).
The results of these cross-validated experiments have been
summarized in Section III-F.
Finally, we have presented a new cover song identiﬁcation
system that takes advantage of the results found and that has
been proven, using different evaluation measures and contexts,
to work signiﬁcantly better than other state-of-the-art methods.
Although cover song identiﬁcation is still a relatively new re-
search topic, and systems dealing with this task can be further
improved,wethinkthattheworkdoneandthemethodpresented
here represent an important milestone.
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